’Dow Chemical Recruiters
To Face Protesters Today

photo by Jim Koski

FUROR AT TOWER HALL
NICK KOPKE, suspended from school last week
because of his participation in the ROTC demonstration, presents one of many accusations
against Executive Vice -President William Dusel.
The charges were made in a meeting Friday
between Dr. Dusel and leaders of Students for
a Democratic Society on the steps of Tower

Hall. At that time, Dr. Dusel was presented
with petitions from both student and faculty
groups asking that Dow Chemical be barred
from recruiting on campus today. Dr. Dusel
denied a postponement of Dow’s visit so that a
vote might be taken as asked by the crowd,
because the demand was made too late.

Demonstrators faculty members and students alike - - will
take part in what Students for a
Democratic Society (SDS spokesmen say will be a peaceful campus
demonstration against representatives of Dow Chemical Company.
The demonstration will begin on
Seventh Street with a rally at
12:15.
Speakers from SDS, Professors
Against the War and other groups
will address the crowd. At 1 p.m..
the demonstrators will take up positions at the three entrances to
the Administration Building, where
the Dow representatives are interviewing students.
"We’re not going to storm the
building," said Bruce Jones, SDS
member currently standing trial on
charges stemming from the disruption of the Marine recruiting
team last month.
"We’ll ask to be admitted to
the building," he said.
Beyond that, no organized, detailed "policy" of the group has
been formed, Jones emphasized.
We won’t lay a hand on any-
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Babysitter Rape Makes
Third Assault in Week
The third criminal assault in a
week near the SJS campus community occuted Thursday night
when a 21-year-old babysitter was
raped.
The assault took place exactly
one week after an SJS coed was
assaulated in the :300 block of S.
11th Street. The most recent
assault took place one mile east

Students Win
Speech Dept.
Voting Right
Speech students will now have a
say in the choice of curriculum
in their department.
The speech faculty approved,
Thursday, a proposal by the Organization of Associated Students
Interested in Speech (OASIS).
that a student, with voting powers,
be allowed to serve on three of
the five standing committees in the
Speech Communication Department.
The motion passed says that
"OASIS may hold elections of all
speech communication majors and
minors to elect one voting representative to serve on the 2A -2B
Revision, Curriculum and Graduate
Research committees."
The original proposal submitted
asked that students he allowed on
all five of the standing committees
in the department.
Dave Aikman, OASIS chairman,
said, "We are very pleased that
this motion has passed. We feel
that there is is real note of sincerity on the faculty’s part."
Dr. Lawrence Mouat, chairman
of the Speech Communication Department, said, "I regard This as
a sorry sensible means or eneourging student -faculty understanding.
’’I do feel that the students will
realize what some of our problems
are and, in many cases, how dull.
They will experience some of our
impatience and frustration," he
a Id.
"We are pleased that our department has done this," he said,
"and OASIS is willing to aid stu,ohor okluortm,nk who
dents
wish to begin such a proartun."

of the campus complex in the 100
block of S. 23rd Street, San Jose
police reported.
The description, according to
police, matches the descriptions
given by the assaulted coed and
by another coed who was the victim of an attempted assault Sunday, Nov. 12.

No. 44

Coeds Face
Chalk Mark
Accusations

that he would kill her if she
screamed. She called police after
the man left the house.
Police said the attacker was described as a Negro, 5 feet 9 or 10,
140-150 pounds and could possibly
have a mustache. When last seen
he was wearing a long-sleeved
shirt or jacket and dark pants.

"We have nothing definite yet,
hut we’re checking files and fingerprints on several suspects," said
Sgt. John Percival of the San Jose
Police Detective Division, Friday.
"Our whole force is working on
the case in some form or another.
Two hundred Turkey Trotters
We want to get this guy, and we
will trounce down Seventh Street
will."
Thursday night’s victim told tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. in the anpolice she had been preparing a nual Turkey Trot. The race, which
bottle for her charge when she Is being sponsored by Alpha Phi
%Vila attacked. She added that she Omega, a service fraternity, will
checked the child in the adjoining cover a 2.9 mile run to Spartan
apartment periodically, had heard Stadium and back.
the baby crying, and decided to
After this mad run, the victors
investigate. Her assailant was will receive "fowl" trophies. First
waiting in the kitchen of the ad- place winner will receive a turkey,
joining duplex.
second place, a duck, and third
The girl told police that her place, a chicken. These will be
assailant threatened her with a complemented by additional diviheavy pieee of metal and told her sional awarris.

Turkey Trotters
Race to Stadium

Did they or didn’t they chalk
mark the walls? That is the question facing the jury trying two
SJS coeds of seven protesters in
Superior Court for misdemeanor
charges stemming from disorders
over campus Marine Corps recruiting Oct. 10.
San Jose Police Sgt. Robert Silfast testified Thursday that he had
not seen Mina Louie, 19, and Connie Jean Kurz, 23. writing on the
wall behind the Marine table, but
that an unidentified man had
pointed them out to him as he
was leaving. The man said that he
had seen them marking on the
wall, according to Silfast.
He
said he immediately arrested the young women for defacing public property. He later
released the coeds under pressure
from college officials, giving them
citations.
Silfast also said that when
Larry Collins, another S,TS student, asked him to arrest a Marines’ defender who allegedly had
attacked Meltzer, he refused to
do so.
Trial recessed Thursday until
9:30 a.m. today. Friday is reserved
for Traffic Court hearings.

body. But to be perfectly honest,
I can’t say that people won’t defend themselves. I don’t see this
as being inconsistent with nonviolent policy-- it’s just self defense."
"We have planned a non-violent
demonstration," he said. "If it becomes violent, the violence will
occur on the part of the police."
FULLY PROTECTED
Executive Vice-President W i !ham Dusel, acting SJS President
while Dr. Robert D. Clark is in
Puerto Rico, has promised that the
campus will be fully protected at
all times. He said campus police
may be used and. in an earlier
statement issued last week, indicated that city police are on call.
"As long as there is reasonable
cooperation with college officials,
we don’t anticipate any need for
outside assistance," he said,
In a confrontation between Dr.
Dusel and members of SDS and
PAW on the steps of Tower Hall
Friday, PAW member Allen Solganick, assistant professor of economics, presented Dr. Dusel with
a petition signed by 60 faculty
members opposing Dow’s presence
on campus.
SDS members presented a similar petition containing approximately 300 student names at the
same time.

they (adherents of the religion)
are willing to sacrifice themselves,
then they must watch for the natural tendency to become intolerant
of other people’s committments
and values."
He told the crowd he believes

Ousted Trio Charges
Board With Vendetta
By JOHN WALLAIC
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Three students suspended from
school last week have charged
that the administration is conducting a vendetta against them.
Ira Meltzer, Alan Nick Kopke,
and James Hurst all allege that
the special hearing board, which
recommended their dismissal, was
partial to sentiment that was hostile to them.
They claim that "certain elements" in the administration and
faculty are orientated toward the
"military establishment." Such
thinking directly influenced the
hearing board, they declared.
Academic Vice President Hobert
Burns appointed the three-faculty,
two-student hearing board which
investigated faculty complaints
that four students disrupted ROTC
drill on Oct. 3,
Dr. Burns, last week, approved
without exception the Board’s
recommendation. Enactment on
Friday of those recommendations
suspended Kopke and Meltzer until Fall Semester, 1968; suspended
James Hurst until next semester;
and placed Robert Romero on informal conduct probation through
the rest of the current academic
year. He can participate in official activities, and his probation
will not be put on his records,

FREE ADVERTISING
"You are not facing an antagonist despite the clothes I wear
and the job I hold," Dr. Dusel told
those present. He said he thought
the net effect of demonstrations
of the kind being planned against
Dow was to stimulate free advertising for Dow.
"I grieve to see Dow in headlines every time they come to campus," he said.
Dr. Dusel emphasized that Dow
is coming to campus in response to
student interest in talking with its
representatives.
STUDENTS CONTEND
In an interview later, Dr. Dusel
The suspended students further
commented on the drive to kick
Dow off campus, saying, "If dedi- contend that the Board recomcation to a cause reaches a re- mendation was based not only on
ligious fervor to the point where their attempted disruption of

YRs Will Sponsor
Mime Troupe Show
Part of San Francisco’s Mime
Troupe will perform on campus
tomorrow on Seventh Street between 12:30 and 2:30 p.m. The
Young Republicans are sponsoring
the Troupe’s benefit performance
supporting the Peace and Freedom
Party.
Jim Herbst, spokesman for the
Peace and Freedom Party, said
since the. club is not recognized
as a campus organization, they
are unable to sponsor the Troupe.
Garth Steen, president of the
Young Republicans, said, "The YRs
were happy to be of help by using
their organizational status to
sponsor the Troupe."
Steen said, "The Peace and
Freedom Party is going through
all the proper and legal means to
bring about a change in the government. I respect their methods

the way to protest is through alre a d y established organizations
such as student government and
the Academic Council, both of
which, he said, President Clark
depends upon heavily for recommendations.

of obtaining change despite my
disagreement with the views."
The Mime Troupe is traveling
with the "Berkeley Bus" to campuses In the area campaigning for
support of the Peace and Freedom
Party.
Dr. Martin Prirnack, assistant
professor of Economies, will speak
prior to the performance of the
Mime Troupe.

A.P. Poll Indicates
Reagan-Nixon Lead
lAP) -- An Associated Press
Poll of delegates to the 1964 Republican convention shows that
most of them want Richard Nixon
and Ronald Reagan to head the
ticket in 1968.

ROTC (trill on (Jct. 3, but on the
entire spectrum of their political
activism on campus.
"We were tried on demonstrating in general," said Kopke. "The
Board was handpicked by the administrationi the suspension) is
obviously an attempt to ease pressure from the extreme right wing
that is being exerted against Pres.
Clark in the person of the little
old osteopath from Los Gatos, and
Clark Bradley for another."
Dr. Theodore Norton, chairman
of the special hearing board and
associate professor of political
science, flatly denied the allegations:
"NO RESPONSIBILITY"
"None of us on the board are
regular members of the administrationwe have no regular responsibilities pertaining to discipline or student conduct," said
Norton.
"We regarded the charges as a
we didn’t want
serious offense
to conduct a hanging, and tried
in a
investigation
to keep the
rational context --we took into
consideration the possible effect on
the community and student disciplinethe situation has not been
dealt with before and we realized
our decision would set a precedent
- -finally, we meted out penalties
that fit the specific crime."
It is unlikely that suspension of
the three will eliminate them from
future political activism on campus, although when contacted Friday they did not have specific
plans for the future.
Meltzer simply stated: "We will
definitely continue exercising our
constitutional rights wherever we
feel it is necessary."

Clark Supporters
To Talk Tomorrow
At Noon Pep Rally
Supporters of Pres. Robert D.
Clark will gather for speeches and
a Pep band rally at noon tomorrow on Seventh Street.
A list of scheduled speakers includes Les Lang, academic council
president; Arthur Lund, national
president of the SJS alumni association; Vie Lee, ASB president;
Harry Edwards, sociology instructor; and Dr. Robert Wrede, spokesman for the SJS Chapter of the
Association of California State
College Professors.
Booths will be set up on Seventh
Street where students and faculty
members may buy, at cost. stamps
and post cards to send to Pres.
Clark,

Computerized Books Would Revamp Libraries
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is a folio..
up of the three-part series pre
tented earlier in the semester on
the computerization of the SJS
Library.
By SUE SIEGRIST
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Librarians of the future may
behind the
find themselves
scenes busily programming volumes of overworked, physically
delapidated books into elect ionic
impulse patterns.
Within the next. few years
computerization of library systems will revamp libraries
throughout the nation. At the
same time, STS’ new lft-story
library is scheduled to be completed In 1971, at an estimated
cost of $11.4 million.
What part will SJS assume in
the adoption of library computerization? What would the
computer do for us?
In three previous articles, the
computer was viewed primarily
front sin engineering standpoint.
To.. 1,1’W hhraiy would berome
Mhe

would be cabled into the library
from a central location (Lockheed Missiles and Space Company’. A battery of individual
viewing units throughout the
library would receive the retrieved infotmation after the
student had typed out the necessary code.
After supplying the unit with
the subject matter, a list of
references would appear on the
television screen. The student
could choose the source, code it
in then scan a micro-filmed reproduction of the material on
the screen. If desired, the student could punch another button
and the information would he
transmitted, on the same principle as the tele-type.
Since infoirnation would be
piped in from Lockheed, the material current ly programmed
would apply only to those students concentrating on the field
of science (Jtrimarily spaceoriented).
aerordine to Martin, "If Lock-

obsolete soon after completion
because use of the computer has
not been incorporated in the
plans,
In an attempt to provide a
more complete picture, James F.
Martin, research and development librarian, points out, "As
far as our library is concerned,
the computer would be a very
valuable adjunct to our instructional process, but the cost is
such that it would have to be
re-assessed on the basis of how
much we could make of it."
COMPUTER in*:
After attending a computer
seminar recently at Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory,
Mai tin emphasized that the
computer should be viewed in
light of its potential uses and
current applications.
As computerization a t a nd s
now, says Martin, the computer
probably would not be used to
Its maximum potential.
The computed in f or ma t ion
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heed chose to rent the units to
us, the current estimated cost
would probably lie between $60
to $100 art hour per unit."
NASA HOOK-UP
Currently Lockheed’s computer center, which also is hooked
up to the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration
(NASA’ and the Library of
Congress in Washington, D.C.,
contains approximately 350,000
citations and is adding more all
the time. As yet, however, the
htunanities have not been programmed for the computer.
Looking to the future, Martin
feels that eventually all fields
of study will he subject to computerization, thereby appealing
more to t h e undergraduate
A few technical institution;
and law schools already are beginning to recognize the value
of the computer in tracking

StI3 COMPUTER.,
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Lots Going On
In ASB Land

SAN

"Those matters which can affect the benefit and harm of all, ought
to be known and heard by all, who may thus attain the beneficial and
Marsilio of Padua
repel the opposite."
KEN BECKER
Advertising Mgr.
Editor
BRYANT

Vick Lick, fictional High Prince of San
Jose State University’s non-existent ASH
kingdom, fixed a spyglass to his eye and
focused it on a spot across campus.
From his High Chair in the Royal Tower atop Ninth Street Castle he had a fine

Sktfi Editorial
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During fall and spring he could also
see the students as they stood in long,
agonizing registration lines waiting to
signup for classes which would already be
taken by the time their line started moving.
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Often, with his spyglass, he could watch
teachers and employees parking their automobiles in comfortable, close-by parking
lots while ASB subjects
. er, students,
were made to park far, far away.
From his high position he also had a
clear view of the home of his subjects.
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’Suspension of Students
Not an .1 political Move’

coed-. reported!) was to meet
officials Friday oil ways
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The troublemakers are out; therefore SJS
has no more problems. Nonsense.
ROTC demonstrations were only an
excuse, the precipitating event for the administration’s attempt to quash the antibody
of dissent which threatens the cancerous conditions of our society.
Ate we to witness administrative political
power while the student has none? Suspension
of students for being politically outspoken
may hardly be considered an apolitical move.
The implication is that students may sign all
the petitions they want, but, "Keep your
mouth shut and don’t lift a finger!"
It is expedient for an institution to instantly transform student activists into non-md(-1,1, or it then can .ittribute dissension
to "outside" agitators.
This is in keeping with the Ivory Tower
philosophy that college is a four-year hiatus
From the ills and problems of mundane
real i ty.
Such myopic pollyanoia notwithstanding,
thew is lunacy in this country’s mind, blood
on its hands and vomit in its face.
As surely as dissenters seem to break down
the establishment, so shall attempts thy this
college; by this country) to intimidate dis,,-nters bring about administrative self-de, I ruction.
Robert E. Hall, A6799

our free society be cleansed by our human interests in freedom.
May future generations look upon our present struggle for freedom and say that here
In the greatest time of need, freedom was
allowed to prosper and grow on our planet.
James M. Pointer, A17211

Prof Points Out Fallacy
Of ’Guilt by Association’
Editor:
Several fact sheets concerning the Dow
Chemical Company have been distributed on
Seventh Street. What I have to say here has
to do with these fact sheets.
The war in Vietnam is an immoral war.
We must look to the dictates of our conscience; voice out opposition to the war; and
perhaps even refuse to contribute to the continuation of such an immoral war.
However, we can not in doing so employ
those selfsame tactics which we find so
abhorrent when used by others: "proving
someone guilty, by association." "Proving"
guilt in this way is, from a logical point of
view, fallacious and, from a moral point of
view, corrupt.
It is without a doubt appropriate to point

out that if we condemn men like Eichmann
and corpoiations like I. G. Fatten fur the
part they played in the massacre of millions
in Nazi concentration camps, then we must
equally condemn the Dow Chemical Company
for the part it now plays in the killing of
significant numbers of innocent Vietnamese
civilians- men, women, and children alike.

The

fallacy consists in going on to point
out that "Dow is in partnership with the firm
which supplied the gas to kill millions of
people under the Nazis. The Badische Artilin
and Soda Fahrik is today the largest chemical
company in West Germany." (Professors
Against the War, Fact Sheet on Dow Chemical Company)
If we can assume that corporations, like
individuals, have identities and can change,
then the several fact sheets have provided
us with no evidence of any post -World War
II wrong-doing by Badische Anilin and Soda
Fabrik. Even if such evidence is available,
it would prove only the guilt of Badische but
not the guilt of Dow.
To connect Dow with Badische is irrelevant and perhaps misleading. On a college
campus we ought to be able to censure Dow
without insinuation and innuendo,
Michael F. schmidt,
Asst. Prof. of Philosophy
Member of Professors Against the

Campus Speech Freedom
Applies Especially to Dow
that all ideas, all causes, all points of view,
matter how offensive to some ... or to

By 1)11. DWIGHT BENTEL
Professor of Journalism
If the right to speak is to he granted
or denied depending upon the identity of
the speaker, what he stands for, or what
he has to say, then freedom of speech is
down thou drain. That’s the way they (lid
it in mediet al Englaml, in Nazi Germany,
in Fascist Italy and Argentina, in Comm .... ist Russia.
But it Certainly
ing

Fathers

isn’t what

our Found-

had in mind when they wrote

the First Amendment.
The proposal that Dow Chemical Cons.

right to be
heard on this campus because "Dow is engaged in the evil practice of manufactur-

pans representatives hate no

ing napahn" misses the point of why

First Amendment

the

was written, and is an

outright rejection of the principles

underlie it.
Because, there is
stitutional guarantee

no

which

need for a con-

to insure that "nice
guys" may speak out. The framers of the

Bill

of Rights were under no misappre-

hens’

that people doing socially approted things would he denied the right
to talk. Who’s going to try to stop them?
11 hat they were trying to do was insure
that ‘.1.\1l.. people like Dow, if that’s
your judgment of Dow would be free to
People that other people wanted
to shut up.
For they recognized that our safety as
a society and nation lay in the assurance
speak.

no
all

... might be expressed.
It is not the least germane to my

thesis
that perhaps some SJS faculty and students think it desirable for Dow to manufacture napalm. If the campus were 100
per cent opposed, this might constitute
reason why Dow should be
free to come here and make its pitch.
A common fallacy appears in the thinking of one student who would deny Dow’s

even more

appearance here because "Dow will

at-

with colorful
pamphlets and e ,cative pitches." That
is, that the "otl
guy" must be protected from exposure to brain washing.
Not he, understand. He knows what’s right
and wrong. But his fellow students . . .
They are endangered.
This is simply a lack of faith in the
democratic process.
And so we hear again, "Yes, I believe
in freedom of speech, but. . . ." The
"hut," of course, referring to the extension of this freedom to those with whom
lie disagrees.
In view with concern what appears to
of speech
be a serums attrition of freed
tempt

to

indoctrh ,te

us

college campuses, actively promoted
by those most agressive in demanding that
freedom for themselves. To these, and to
any others who would deny the right of
on

anyone

to

have

his free

and

DOWN

(Dear Old

Chemical

Co.

Wonderful

booth

Napalm)

where a horde of

students was gathered. Some students carried signs on sticks that stated, "DOWN
with DOWN."
students

These

were

the

kind

who

of
Oakland and vote for Edward Keating for
Congress. They desired to obtain sonic
would fight fur Peace on the streets

literature

from

the

DOWN

table.

I Ho,

ho, ho!)
Forming

a

wall of

"protection"

be-

tween the DOWN table and the demonstrators was another group.
This

group

was

composed

of

those

Marine Table Riot"
veterans and some newscomers. Business
majors, no doubt.
These people were the kind who would
fight for peace in the rice paddies of
Vietnam and vote for Shirley Temple
for Congress. They were not about to allow the other group access to ally DOWN
literature. I Ho, ho, ho!)
Pretty soon everyone started punching
and kicking and poking and screaming
and . . . well, you know what happened
after that.
glorious

"October,

War
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’Let Society Be Cleansed
By Interests in Freedom’
Editor:
We. the people of the United States, cherish
the word "freedom." We are a free people
today because our forefathers broke the
chains of subjugation many years ago. With
a profound desire and belief in freedom, our
country has continuously expounded the doetrio of lihetalistn.
But then exkts in the world today countries I hat are not allowed freedom. Are these
ill Ile, to continue under the chains of
ofiateno,I oopress;on?
Are \se iii he United States so content
with out lotlintry that we are not about
to interfere \ oh the bonds of misery Communism bea, :000rs1 the woild? I hope not.
I believc II
’,II’ 1,11111 ry Will continue to
respond vig000t
a,,cinst the evils of Communism and will
freedom a chance to
survive around the \
1,1.
"The cost of flee: I’
is always high, but
Americans have alwdys paid it." Let this
quotation from President Kennedy serve to
bolster our human interests in people who
wish to be free.
Let us not be misled by the few piofessors,
students and non -students on this campus
who rare so little about people in far-off
hods, het us not be subjected to such selfish
interests as these, but let us go forth to lead
the land we love and the world we wish to
see free.
With a profound belief that the war against
Communist aggression in Southeast Asia and
around the world is in the best interests of
freedom, let us stand firm behind our ship
of state
The bugle of freedom is sounding strongly
around the world. I.et us, as a flee people,
stiread this iniedorn to those people in distant
lands that welt to be free. I believe. the Communist threat efln be put down just as the
Fascist and Nazi threats were quelled,
prire
freedom is greater than a
human life, and that, my fellow Americans,
is the price we should be wining to pay. Let

DOWN

At this particular moment, however,
Vick had his spyglass trained on the

’Administration’s Try To Quash Dissent’

like-

lighted area ’is herr -11111t.ilfle nnilre

DOWN WITH

Thrust and Parry

uninter-

/mulled say, 1 ask.
If not on a college campus, then where?

PEACE RESTORED
Nique Kopque (The Hairy Hun) and
Iron Melter (The Crimson Agitator) were
tossed into a dungeon. The next day administrators Will Doo Sell and Stan Lee
Bents stationed the DOWN Chemical Co.
in Barracks *7 and Peace was restored.
The problem, however, was not solved.
And now this brings to mind another
problem. How can this little satire be
ended properly?
Should the author call for Vick Lick
to rally his might and demand that
DOWN and its kind stay off campus? Or
should the author condemn the Hairy
Huns and the Crimson Agitators for came
ing trouble?
Locking DOWN up in a guarded barrack doesn’t solve the problem, nor does
kicking DOWN off campus terminate the
issue.
Like sincere kings and princesses, legislators and administrators, this writer is
also perplexed by the problem.
It scenic as though there are no simple
answers to complex problems, nor are
there any simple conclusions to a satire
whose sole purpose is to demonstrate how
serious a seemingly solutionless problem
can be.

Notable Quotes
Rep. Charles E. Goodell (It, N.Y.), dla
on the floor of the House the U.S.
foreign aid program to Brazil:

cussing

It is one of the anomalies of our time that
American Congressmen impose infinitely
greater restrictions on domestic programs
than on foreign. Only recently, we flatly rejected block grants for education assistance
programs for U.S. taxpayers, yet we annually
grant blanket authority to assist foreign social welfare programs without even specifying
the order of priority among the myriad social

needs.

Peter Jennings Will Speak at ASG Confab
ABC anchor newsman Peter
Jennings will speak at the Fourth
National Conference of the Associated Student Governments of
the U.S. I ASG to he held during
Thanksgiving vacation, Wednesday
through Sunday, in San Fiancisco.
Jennings will fly to the conference center from his New York

why not
think for
yourself?
The ability to think for
yourself, and to think
correctly when making
decisions, determines
your future.
Come to this lecture
that will examine the
true nature of thinking
and its spiritual basis.
It will be given by
Martin N. Heater,
C.S.. an experienced
practitioner of
Christian Science
healing ... and a
member of The
Christian Science
Board of Lectureship.

Monday, November 27
3:30 P.M.
College Memorial Chapel

office to speak at a Saturday night
dinner meeting.
Speaking on the subject of
"Americans Under Thirty: A Reporter’s View," the noted newsman
will discuss current trends in student protests and their possible
goals.
Other speakers included in the
conference are Harry Edwards.
SJS instructor and spokesman for
the United Black Students for

CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION

ilUt "debate
The S) MPOSitnn ts I
the morality of drug usage" bui
will atti-nipt to give students lac. tua I ir,!, a -mat ion on the possible
,,a1,,,,,paicoes of drug use and

according to ASG Pre.sident
lob %Vint e.
Also Included in the drug pro::ram will he several doctors and
professors who will present all
Nicles of the drug question.
_

VOLKSWAGEN PARTS PRICES
All Parts Original German Made

-

itt_j
"AIM 1117111/4
,
)

Clutch Job

S15.90

Valve Job
Brake Job

S39.90
$I9.90

All Body Work’ at Lou. Prices

$ .79
1.35
1.25
1.35
5.95
7.95
5.95
29.90

11111
IN )1 NTS
HEAD LAIIP GLASS
HI B C.XPS
CLLTCH DISC
BUNIPER. FRONT
\ItF’l"IEI-{
NEW GENERATOR

SPARTAN RAIT,Y-71

November 20 lIg7

TR)
CANNOLI!
HI.

This Ludo.A what? That’s right a CANN(
lieveably tasty European pastr is prepared with
a creamy cheese filling. rich clu,colate drops and
a tasty baked crust. Sen ed exclusixelv at the
Spartan House Restaurant. Also featuring home
made spaghetti and lasagna. Don’t forget our
convenient take holm, Net-vice.

Guaranteed

railory

Ai4count4 up to SO percent

SIRAKY MOTORS
939 E. El Camino Real
736.9720

SUNNYVALE
Between Wolfe and Hain Roads

cpaptan

liewe

150 East
San Carlos St.

292-2840

(corner e,f Fourth St. I

PETER JENNINGS
... Speaking at Conference
Action; noted educational writer
Paul Goodman, author of "Growing Up Absurd" and other works;
William Mono oe, director of news
for NBC; and Dr. Richard Farson,
director of the Western Behavioral
Sciences Institute.
A special feature of this year’s
ASG Conference is a one day drug
symposium titled "Drugs on Cam -

If your major
is listed here,
IBM would like
to talk with you
Nov. 20th, 21st
or 22nd

JOHNSON REFUTES

discount records, inc.

OPEN EVE. TO 9:30
SAT. TO 6

SAN JOSE’S LARGEST, MOST COMPLETE
RECORD STOREOVER 40000 LP’s

SALE
WORLD PACIFIC
PACIFIC) JAZZ

31579

ONE
WEEK
ONLY

ericur. :,ledieiti As., NI. I t

VW’s, FOREIGN CARS,
$395 and up
VW Repairs: (Parts all extra.)
’rune-up
S 7.90

The Communists are
(API
making a serious mistake, says
President Johnson if they think
they will fare better in Vietnam
with a new man in the White
HoUse next year.
-

Sponsored by

pus: An Objective Analysis." ’1’ (us
program will be given jointly by
the American Pharmaceutical Association, Student Section and Dr.
Donald Louria, Pzesident of the
Ne v York Chapter of t hi

!Monday,

MONO
OR
STEREO

INCLUDES ALBUMS BY:
RAVI SHANKAR
ASHISH KAHN
THE FOLKS WINGERS
BUDDY RICH
WES MONTGOMERY
DON ELLIS
AND MANY MORE!

Accounting Sr\g\neetng
on
Pserospace
stv at\
13anNstng Psdniin\
C3001E350 E..ngineeting
neenng
Get atMc Eng\
CheMmat
Gnetntstni
Eng\neerng ScAnces
0.1\\
Cornountcaffion
SO\ences
Comoutet
S.conm\cs
Oectt\ca\Eng\neenng
MeenaMcs
.
SniameetMg
E09\0 Sneeeting Sclences
FMance
SoO\al
and
Genet a\
\-kuman\t\esSngmeetnia
\ndusttM\ Manageroedt
Sneeering
nduskta\
1 Management Vsteoution
and
\cet\no cs
Mat
’09.0eertvil
IsItatnetnaC\
OecAlanica\
Meta.\\otgica1S.ngineerng
Meta\\utgsl
’war
er

cto\ocri
c’oasknco

SALE FEATURES THE NEW 3 RECORD SET ANTHOLOGY OF INDIAN MUSIC WITH RAVI SHANKAR & 24 PAGE BOOKLET ON THE
HISTORY OF INDIAN MUSIC. ... ONLY
WIN A FREE SITARSIGN UP FOR
FREE DRAWING CONTEST CLOSES DEC. 15

00cs

.

and I

r sitrc

tauspo(tatkon

7.38

RCAVICTROLA

’Research

eetaVons
6cs engineeing

1.89
PER DISC.

TOSCANINI NOW HAS 12 ALBUMS
AVAILABLE ON RCA VICTROLA
INCLUDING THE LATEST RELEASE
OF THE COMPLETE BEETHOVEN
SYMPHONIES:
SALE includes the entire
catalog with:

ANATOLF FISTOULARI
CHARLES MUNCH
GARY GRAFFMAN
PIERRE MONTEUX
BYRON JANIS
AND MORE
RECORDS.. . ONLY 15.12

POP SPECIALS

ONLY 2.99

INCENSE & PEPPERMINT:
STRAWBERRY ALARM
CLOCK
BEST OF ERIC BURTON
UP, UP & AWAY:
5TH DIMENSION
MARVIN GAYE’S
GREATEST HITS

TO SIR WITH LOVE:
LULU
FOUR TOPS LIVE
RENAISSANCE:
THE ASSOCIATION
I WAS MADE TO LOVE HER:
STEVIE WONDER

LARGEST SIlACIION - LOWEST PRICES -CRAM ACCOUNTS 11151110

USE YOUR MASTER CHARGE OR FIRST NATIONAL CARO
Free Parking - Free Gift Wrapping

Iscount
records

inc..

sailete stern lewd

Between Macit and
lite Emden. One
Non all Stenos
Creek Bid
UST YOUR AntRAMIPICA10

SAN JOSE 99C N. REDWOOD AVE. 246-3474
SAN FRANCISCO/BERKELEY/MENLO PARK

Sign up for an interview at your placement officeeven
if you’re headed for graduate school or military service.
Why is IBM interested in so many different people?
The basic reason is growth. Information processing is
the fastest growing, fastest changing major industry in the
world. IBM products are being used to solve problems in
government, business, law, education. medicine. science, the
humanitiesjust about any area you can name. We need people with almost every kind of background to help our customers solve their problems. That’s why we’d like to talk with you.

What you can do at IBM
Whatever your major. you can do a lot of good things at
IBM. Change the world (maybe). Make money (certainly).

Continue

your education (through any of several plans, including a Tuition Refund Program). And have a wide choice
of places to work (we have over 300 locations throughout
the U.S.).

What to do next

We’ll be on campus to interview for careers in Marketing, Computcr Applications. Programming. Research, Design
and Development, Manufacturing, held Engineering, and
Finance and Administration. If you can’t make a campus interview, send an outline of your interests and educational
Purtell. Jr., IBM Corporation,
background to Mr. E.
3424 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90005. We’re an equal opportunity
employer.
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Monday Night
Folk Singing
cleakt1:44

the ingrecliem which led the Spartan poloists to t heir second St ate
Championship here this
A spirited offense
POMONA
weekend in :is many years,
pltm a pressure defense equals a
Walton’s charges
Coach I.ei
is hip team. The, we!,
t heir fir<1 two foes, Los
;LIIA
San Diego
rigeles
16-1 :wit 16-3, respectively.
in die championship game Sat lay with Long Beach State, San
titise jumped to a 7-2 lead early in
the third period, then concentrated
on defense to hold off the resurging ’49ers for a 7-6 triumph.
After trading goals with Long
Beach in the first quartet-, San
use turned on the juice, scoring
t i e goals in the second period. The
Spartan Drive was led by Steve
Hoberg, Jack Likins, Dennis Belli
and Dan Landon.
San Jose look their 7-2 lead in
the third period as Tim Halley tallied his second goal of the afternoon on a pass from Belli.
At this point the Long Bench
offense which was quiet during the
first half came alive, scoring two
to go to
goals from the field and two from
the penalty line. But the ’49er
heroics couldn’t match those of the
Spar tans.
With the score at 7-6 Long
Beach was driving down for another goal attempt when Landon
stole the ball with only 21) seconds
remaining.
By tiAltli HE S. JANI IN
Spartan Daily Sports Writer

Story & King

College

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

- r01 ’

TWOS
l’ AC CI S

,,

You could fly to Mexico to get
authentic Mexican food:
but it’s easier
Tico’S
Phone Orders 297-8421

4th and St. James

NOW SAVE EVEN MORE

IAA

35-30

College Crown Running Sparks Gridders

East San Jose

---I

Poloists Retain ’Rally

AT MUSIC BOX STORES

By DENNIS ANSTINE
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
Sparta’s sputtering grid offense
combined first and fourth quarter
TD explosions to outscore passminded Fresno State 35-30 Saturday night before 4,500 fans at
water-soaked Ratcliffe Stadium in
Fresno.
SJS entered the final 10 minutes of play trailing 23-14, but a
revived rushing attack and Fresno
miscues propelled the Spartans to
three scores in the next seven minutes.
The Bulldogs gained their ninepoint lead when Mike Freeman returned a punt 50 yards for a TD,
but little Frankie Slaton carried
the ensuing kickoff 70 yards to
Frcsno’s 25 to give SJS good field
position.
Halfback Walt Shockley, who
turned in his best performance of
the season by rushing for 166
yards, lost a yard on the first play,
but Danny Holman hit Dwight
Tucker with a 16-yard pass and a
first down on the 10-yard line.
Fullback Jerrel Andrews burst
up the middle and picked his way
into the end zone on the following
play and a Russ Munson kick made
it 23-21.
A Fresno punt gave the Spartans the ball on their 36 and 10
plays later Andrews made another

Bates Floaters/’
the Every Day
-% All-Year-Round
Boot!

COMPLETE CATALOG

RAY CHARLES
"INVITES YOU TO LISTEN"
Includes the hit
esterda," and
greats.

Regular 96e

NOW 69c

lifE MOJA

n

ot

Weit

aarteri

25 S. 3rd Street

292-1052

WREMEMBER the "W" is silent!

WILD!
STRIPED STRETCH

)
WRANGLER ,,....-...-(’---’--

"Sued knd Sour Tears"Hese .5 Smile With Me
"Live. In Concert"
"Together .kgain"
"Crying Time"
"Ra)’s Moods"
"Genius -Soul -Jazz"

single
til her

in

Sweaters

Every Ras Charles 1141 album. Including:
"A Man And His Soul"
"The Genius Hits ru. Road"
"Dedicated to
"Ray Charles and Belt) Carter"
"Mintern Sounds In Country &
Western Music"
"Ingredients In A Recipe For
Soul"

Munson made the score 35-23.
Robinson passed his teammates
to a score in the final minute as
a prevent dethe Spartans were
fense, but the on ide kick that
followed did not \\ k and Holman ran out the Hock for SJS’
second win of the season.
Shockley’s running dominated
the Spartan offense as he was in
Fresno’s secondary throughout the
game, His runs of 11 and 43 yards
sparked SJS to its first TD and
he gained 24 yards on Sparta’s second touchdown drive.

This Week’s
Dry Cleaning

?MR

NNW

4 GREAT
7/1-tiAte
NEW
.13
RELEASES
...BY 4 GREAT ARTISTS!

fine run from the 10 to give the
visitors a 28-23 lead. The drive
was led by the two Spartan runners, as Shockley gained 21 yards
and Andrews picked up 19.
But SJS wasn’t through. Fresno
quarterback Danny Robinson fumbled on his own 16 two plays after
the Spartan TD, and Mike Spitzer recovered to set up the final
score.
Shockley swept to his right and
sprinted in untouched after Tucker
took out two Bulldog defenders
with a block on the 10-yard line.

JEANS

IlfC01105

COMPLETE CATALOG

’

Includes every Matnas A the Papas album on Dunhill Records

:

:

"The Mamas & The Papas Deliver"
"Cass, John. Michelle, Denny"
"If You Can Believe Your Eyes And Ears"
"Book Of Songs"
THE MAMAS 8 THE PAPAS
FAREWELL TO THE HEST GOLDEN ERA"
I II I11111, 12 great selections
hi this (real greolp.

IDUNHHT1,
COMPLETE CATALOG

take even the roughest wear in stride. A goodlooking combination of shag and smooth leathers

Includes all Szabo’s anion’s on Impulse:

with buoyant rubber

"Jazz Raga"
GABOR SZA.B0
"THE SORCERER"
1 great nen suretio-hit.
recorded Ie.i
at the
niirkshop.

104,,,EXPRESSION
JOHN COLTRANE.

JOHN COLTRANE
"EXPRESSION"
Includes tow selections of
Coltrane’s Original Vkorks,
jazz fans must.

Mt

"Gypsy"

woman

master charge,
y

ALL ALBUMS
ON SALE AT....

Try on a pairyou
$15.95

FL ORSHEIM
SHOE SHOP

Impulse!
" kscension"
the Definitive Jazz Scene"
Istilli Sr Slam,"
"’Ueda at ions"
"The St ’the Vanguard %gain"

WORKINGMAN’S STORE
218 W. Santa Clara St.
Downtown San Jose
1)pill until 9 p.m. NIon. &

;)NYNAVeMPPOMWMWMYW

SALE!

impulse!

Books up to 950 off!

Ask about our
SENIOR FINANCE PLAN

89

. NO IMMEDIATE CASH OUTLAY
FOR QUALIFIED STUDENTS

per fp

YOU CAN START MAXIMUM
PROTECTION RIGHT NOW

(Add 1.00 for
Impulse)

MUSIC BOX

FOR FULL INFORMATION,
CALL TODAY

3

GERALD E. ,ASHE
1930 W. Hamilton, 3784177

98 South Third St.Corner San Fernando
San Jose, California

"N..

DOWNTOWN 71 S. 1st St.
Stevens Creek Reza
9 to 9 Mon. & Thurs.
3059 Stevens Creek Blvd.
9 to 5:30 other rieys
9:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. weekdays
VALIDATED PARKING
9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Sat.

Eker) Coltrane album on Impulse records:

YOUR CHOICE

soles.

won’t want to take them offl

"Simpatico -

COMPLETE CATALOG
81ricailirass’
I i.e
’Ube S illage S anguard"
’oltraneil he John Coltrane
Quartet"
"Dnke Ellington & John Coltrane"
"Ballads"
I i.e St Itirdland"
"Cresent"
Erne Supreme"
"John Coltrane Quartet Plays"
"’sew ’Thing At !Seaport"

Crest new look! Slim jeans in
sanforized, colorfast 75%
cotton, 25% nylon striped
stretch denim! in gold, white,
light blue, tan, navy.
Sizes 5/6-18 ... $7.

So light they float on water, yet so durable they’ll

BOOKS INC.
Town & Country Village

Stvens Creek & Winchester
SAN JOSE’S BIG BOOKSTORE

OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY
Serving California Since 1851
CARDS
65,000 BOOKS 75,000

SPAGHETTI
ALL YOU CAN EAT

SECURITY
MUTUAL LIFE
NEBRASKA

$1MONDAY-THURSDAY
OPEN 6 A.M.-I I P.M,
72 E. Santa Clara

ANGELO’S

STEAK
HOUSE

Soccermen Tie USF, 3-3, But Win
IS) BOB !MERRELL
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
Fred Nourzad scored his second
goal of the game in the fourth
quarter to tie USF 3-3 Satutday

3

and aftcr four suspense! tiled sudden -death overtime periods, the Spartan soccer team won
the NCAA Western Regionals by
cii
7’lore corner kieks.

ANNOUNCING THE

By buating the defending NCAA
champs. the Spartans moved to the
quarterfinals of the tournament.
which will be against St. Louis
University Saturday night at 8
in Spartan Stadium.
Under NCAA rules, no tournament game except the championship game may end in a tie so ai
the end of every four overtime
periods, each team’s corner kicks
are totaled and the one with more
is declared the winner.

The

SAINTE CLAtitf Htt-ret.-MARKE9 & SAN CARLOS, SAN JOSE

were

Spartans

PUB SPARTAN CLUB CARD
GOOD FOR:
10% Discount for you and any number of
friends in your party
FREE, with first use of card, any "Master- I
piece from Our Fountain." Thick milk shakes,
mountain sized sundaes, refreshing sodas and
assorted soft drinks.
Discount good anytime.

Cards available right now,
for a limited time,
at the PUB.
Just $1
GET YOURS TODAY!

Look

of (Sainte elairc

"rot
MARKET AT SAN CARLOS

OPEN DAILY 7 a.m.-11 p.m

Don’t Forget To Make Your Reservation
With Us For Thanksgiving
Dinner.
Phone 295-2626
111111111111111111111111111191111111111111111111111111111111111111111111011111111911111M108611161111111111111111111111

1 Roll Jumbo Towels

19c

1 Box Cheer
2 Bars Ivory

Soap

24c

Soap

Sc

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Purifan Oil Co.

The Raytheon Co. is a leading world wide corporation with a diversified
product line. Our products serve the individual consumer, industry and
national defense effort. Annual sales for fiscal 1966-67 were approximately $70,000,000. Projections for fiscal 1967-68 are conservatively placed
at approximately $800,000,000.
Our diversified company offers outstanding career opportunities

to en-

scientific or administrative graduates.

hair

(free lot

The Spartan Daily does not knowingly
accept advertising from advertisers who
practice discrimination on the basis of
rue. pulp, ..reed or national origin.
ANNOUNCEMENTS ill

MOVING, MUST SELL CUSTOM L,olt
newly painted 3 bdrm., 2 bath, kit/tam.
rm., carpets, custom drapes, sprinkler
sys.. landscaping, soft water, shake roof,
Campbell School Dist.. Patio Drive,
$25.950 by owner. 371-2604.

HELP WANTED 141

PHONE FOR MONEY
PLEASANT PHONE WORK for fraternal
society from your own private desk in
pleasant air cond. office. Part time eves.
Salary -I-. 298-1263.
LOST AND FOUND (61
TECHNICIAN: PART TIME for elect.
testing. 4 hrs. per day 6-10 p.m. M -F. LOST: BROWN WALLET, contact JurCall 739-6170. Salary.
gen Stoll, Allen Hall. Phone 294-8741.
INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD on campus REWARD,
by the F. W. Woolworth Co. for management trainees Nov. 29. Please check LOST: SMALL GREEN address book on
10th St.? Box 714 Saratoga, or 867with placement office.
3527. REWARD,

WANTED: GOOD USED micros..ope.
Cali 252-5312,
POETRY WANTED FOR Anthology. In..ucle stamped envelope. Idlewild Pub1:.,hina Company, 543 Frederick, San
Frar.cisco.
NEED TRAVELING COMPANION.
Leavirg Jan. 30th around the world.
Expected return: early August. 298-2323.
HOUSING fS1
Si PRESIDENT CONTACT J. Acevedo
298-3977 or R. Cervantes 797-9200. 20 ACRE PARCEL. Santa Cruz Mtns.
IMPORTANT.
Off County Road. $15,000. A terrific
buy at $5,000 down and terms. Call
agent 438-0400. Eves. 377-4357.
AUTOMOTIVE 121
FURNISHED ROOM, MALE student.
’67 MORRIS MINOR "WOODY" station kitchen prin. No smoking or drinking.
wagon. ’62 Sprite engine. Good condi- $15. 293’3088.
tion. $300 or trade for good pickup. FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
rreEne 2 -person apartment. 470
356-7339 eves.
3-d.. Apt. 4. 293-2557.
19 BUICK, POWER steering, brakes, ra- MATURE MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
dio. Very good motor, tires trans. Must no share 1 bdrm. apt. I block from
sell, $200. Bill. 867-9544.
campus. 466 S. 7th St.
’57 CAD. -WHITE, new paint. Good MALE: QUIET, UPPER DIVISION, serious student. Share rice 1 bdrm. apt.
tires. Most sell. $375. 286-6421.
470 N. 3rd. #3, 297-9150. D. Greer.
64 HONDA. STEP-THROUGH & auto- FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
matic starter. Er. cond. $150/offer. 353- furnished apartment. $47.50/mo. 57 S.
1297 eves Ideal for coeds.
15th St. #2. 297-4434 after 6 p.m.
CARS WANTED: ANY condition - old M.F.
or new. A-1 Auto Wreckers. 227-8730. I QUIET MALE STUDENT needed immediately. I bedroom apartment 620
200 Hillsdale Ave.
S. 9th St. #28. Call 286-1243.
’64 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX, 24.000 mi.
Full power, AM -FM, 4 new tires, one
owner, immac. must sell 298-5366.

PERSONALS 171
CUSTOM
MADE CONTEMPORARY
wedding rings. Original jewelry in cast
gold & silver. Geo. Larimore 354-1273/
354-8200.

systems - Electronic Reconnaissance systems - infrared communication
- Radar systems - atmospheric research - Missile systems.
Raytheon offers challenging positions, excellent starting salaries and a
complete benefit program to include a tuition refund program for higher
educational pursuits.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Friday, Dec. 1, 1967
To arrange interview
see your placement office.

RAYTHEON
Excellence

An equal opportunity Employer

TYPING - THESIS. TERM papers, etc.
Experienced or-A fa:J. Phone 269-8674.
TYPING - TERM PAPERS, manuscripts.
thesis, etc. Reasonable. Work guaranteed. 294-3772. 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Eschels.
Free delivery, free service, No contract.
Call 251-2598.
STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHER - Aware
Photography. Absolute artistic quality.
Thom Dunks 287-1795.
100 RESUMES - $2.75 up. Laminating.
rob. Stampscopies. Alameda Community Business Agency, 293-0535.
PORTRAITS: TOP QUALITY 8-x10-, SI:
16,20’. $2.50. Ary size, low rates.
photos of anything, in person or not:
will enlarge neas. Basil Fattah, Moulder
Hall. 294-2927.
TRANSPORTATION

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

’63 SPRITE, FINE mechanically, many
extras, must sell NOW. $725. 293-3785
eyes.
’64 RAMBLER STATION wagon. 6 cyl.
Std. trans., R/H, good condition. Low
Book Price. $750. 293-0478.

91

To Place
an ad:

’58 AUSTIN HEALEY 6250. Needs work.
Will consider trade for bike. Phone
244-2015.
’62 PLYMOUTH 2 -door hardtop; 319
cu. in.: 40,000 mi.: exc. cond.: new sor
"Red Streaks"; $750. 378-3405 C. E.
Bradley.

Call at
Classified Adv.
Office - J206

FOR SALE 131

Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.

HI -Fl SHERWOOD FM TUNER, Grammes amp.. Garrard changer. EV Aristocrat corner horn. Mono: great sound.
$100 takes all. 269-9365.

2 p.m. until 3 p.m.
Tuesday & Thursday

1

SONY 660 TAPE RECORDER, 2 spkrs.
2-50 watt amps. sound on sound. like
new. Call 736-2750.
INVESTMENT LOT FOR SALE. $250
down, $40/mo. Greet growth potential.
Phone Gibson, 294-5138.
GOING TO PASADENA
FOR SALE: EVERYTHING I got . . .
cheap (you rams it; 1 got it. Skis, car,
Stereo. The whole bit.) Free with every
purchase - your choice from a selec. In of worthless, pre -enlightenment
.ype record albums (they sound great
.1 You are still pre -enlightened.) Come
and see me at 259 San Antonio Court.
My name is Dan Collie.

5140KI

Minimum
Three lines
One day

3
4
5
6

linos
linos
linos
limos_

One day

Send
)300KS

tV 2 z_
1

kiEGK NO!

handy order blank.
Daily

Ar\’’(

;ea.

V’A1-’rRE55

,

a
Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465

5AGS."

Na refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)
Four days

Three days

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00-

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
-2.90
3.40

.50

.50

.50

.50

rl Announcements (I)
LI Automotive (2)
0 For Sale (6)

in

Enclose cash or check. Make
Classifieds.

Two days

CHECK

2 p.m. until 3 p.m.

LOLIT/I
Lau. weirs)

4gp

check out to Spartan

3.90 _

Fly. days

2.50
-TAT
---TA4.00

Add this

amount tor

11 a.m. to 12 p.m. and

M1’551140
500KS

YOUR.
5/U0Ertg
WOOY

CLASSIFIED RATES

each additional line
in Electronics

parking)

NOW OPEN: FARRELLS ENGLISH Fish 6399.50 JET TO AMSTERDAM, June 27,
& Chips Shop. S. 11th & E. San Carlos. return Sept. 4. French study course
Authentic recipe from the Old Country. included at ALLIANCE FRANCAISE
PARIS. German course available too.
Open 4 p.m. to 10 p.m. daily.
Prof. French, 9875 Santa Monica Bled.,
Beverly Hills (213) 274-0729.
SERVICES ’81
RIDE NEEDED OR JOIN car pool. T, W,
or Th. Centerville (Fremont) to SJS.
EXQUISITE,
REASONABLE TYPING Joan, 792-4787.
done by Miss Carey - call 293-4700
Close to SJS. Mimeo slightly higher WANTED: RIDE OR RIDERS from Seretrea
Qui+o areal
for 8:30-2:30
per paws.
classes. 379-1028 after 6. Blake.
TYPING. EXPERIENCED AND fast, NEED RIDE TO SJS FOR 7:30 class
Term papers. etc. Call 264-8592.
MWF from Fremont-Newark area. Will
Call Dan 797-9262.
TYPING IN MY HOME. IBM Pica, Call ray.
RIDE NEEDED TO San Diego afternoon
243-6313. 9 ei.m. to 8 p.m.
Nov. 22. Will share expenses, 293-5217.
EXPERT TYPIST - THESIS, term papers,
etc. Phone 258-4335.

Continuing openings due to our steady growth are available in the following areas: - ECM/ECCM equipment - high frequency micro wave

297-7111

79 So. 3rd

Is at Wholesale Prices

Spartan Daily Classifieds

29c

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

Graduates:

Also Qualit

Sc

Ajax Cleanser

THE RAYTHEON CO.

gineering,

10c

2 Rolls Toilet Paper

A must at only $I 5.95

(41 II iii Street, Apt. #1
!"aii Jobe- Phone 298-3161

Sc

3 Hershey Bars

13th & Julian

People will stare as it turns out hundreds
of multi -colored geometric patterns. Comes complete
with a set of colored wick pens.

Bernie’s Wigwam

10c

6th & Keyes

Just turn it on and watch it turn
you on. When you’re gigging and gassing at
your weekend functions, the Design -O -Graph
will make your parties out of sight.

ereate college styles and
specialize in friendly and
prompt service.

Kleenex

10th & Taylor

Spartan Daily Classifieds Like Having
A Personal Salesman Ring 23,000 Doorbells

our Best For The Thanksgiving Holidays

19‘

4th & William

2

Be Your Own Designer!

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER [’radiates Cleaned and Set
1.49

CIGS

Crest large size

Mangiola, who matte some fantastic saves at goalie, Gary Tacini,
Luis Mintegui, Henry Camacho, Ed
Storch, Romswinekel, and Nourzad
played the entire 108 minutes.

almost

ENTITLES BEARER TO A DISCOUNT
ON ALL FOOD PURCHASED IN THE PUB.

F-4

From the second half the Spartans controlled the ball after a few
shaky opening minutes.
"Our conditioning and ability to
come back re-ally showed through,"
said coach Julie Menendez. "All
of the 16 men that played for us
did a great job."

H fought back in the second
wart er when Fred Nourzad curved
in is corner kick from the left side
fur 2-1,

knocked out of the game in the

THIS CARD ISSUED TO

A PS/CHEDEL/C 11I ST FOR S,IS SWINGERS

the rebound trunk a corner
kick.
Midway into the fourth and final
regulation period of play, Nourzad
punched one in from outside to
knot the game 3-3.

With 3:40 left in the half, Art
A team receives a corner kick Romswinckel tied the game on a
when the opponent kicks the ball twisting free kick that sailed past
over his own goal line and out of Don Goalie John Camacho.
play.
After just two minutes of the
SJS had 16 corner kicks to seven third quarter, the Dons went ahead
3-2 when Rudy Dekkers socked
for the Dons.

I4/0101,144.
COFFEE SHOP

<

letting quai ter when with 8:4o
remaining, Kirk Aposolidis got the
Dons’ first goal with a high boome
ing kick past Frank Mangiola.
With 12 seconds left in that quarter, Constantin Robustoff scored
adorner
l,,
kick to give USF a
:!ii

RP tifIT SN DAILIT-S

Monday, November 20, 1967

.50

A CLASSIFICATION
1I Personals (7)
I i Help Wanted (4)
1I Services (8)
Li Housing (5)
0 Lost and Found (6) 0 Transportation (9)

Print llama

For

Address _

Enclosed is $

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONET ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
95114
Plum allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

-Days

Speaker Charges

641PARTAN DAILY

Spartaguide

lICUA Threatening Peace’
The peace movement is being destroyed by the I-hmse Committee on
Un-American Activities r HCUA
according to Frank AtliOrison.
Wilkinson, national director of
the Committee to Abolish IICUA,
blasted IICUA’s recent riot investigations at a Students for a
Detnix:ratie Society r SDS) meeting Thursday.
"The causes of the rioting in
Detroit rind Ncwark are slum conditions and unemployment pr ,O.
lefts,’’ be said. ’"The trouble gm

up spontaneously."
these
concealing
"IICUA
is
causes with its investigations attempting to root out the menace
of subversion from Russia rind
Havana," he said.
He added that HCUA together
with local officials have confiscated letters and books from SOS
members to prove nationwide collusion
He (Idled the bill now pending
in Com’ress to revicw the McCara dangerous device to
ran I..,,

Monday N,,vemhor 20, 1987

Haircuts (1111’

HUBB
BARBER
SHOP

TODAY

implement IICUA in its activities.
Under the proposed revival of
the 1950 law anti -war demonstratois would be grouped into
"internment camps," he said.
He also condemned the Pool
Bill and the Anti -Riot Bill now
under consideration,
He said the Pool Bill making
civil disobedience a felony instead
of a misdemeanor was "unduly
harsh." The Anti-Riot Bill, he
said, would make crossing the
state line to riot a federal crime.

Alpha Phi Omega, Ito 11.111..
EN247. Pledges, EN240.
Chi Alpha, 7 p.m.. New Wineskin, 10th and San Fernando.
weeks
advising
Majors,
OT
through Dee. I. sign up on advisors doors, Bring health cards to
appointment.
Orientation Cimimittee, 9 a.m.2 p.m., Seventh Street, Sign up for
orientation committeeleaders.

Ladies

Neck Trim
$1.00

a.m.-6 p.111.
Monday -Saturday

Razor cuts &

RAY’S
BARBER
SHOP

TOMORROW
Alpha I’M Omega, 3:30 p.m.,
Seventh Street. Turkey trot, 3.5
mile race,
Semper Fidelis Soviet y, 6:30
p.m., HE2.

Hairstyling

3rd & San Carlos
(across from
MeDonalds Hamburgers)
ilillilli111111111111111111111111111111111111rI

IS

Sign up now to have your graduation portrait taken for the
Spring 1968 issue of "SPARTA
LIFE." Make your appointment in
J-104, Department of Journalism
and Advertising. Office hours:
8 a.m. to 12 noon; I p.m. to
5 p.m.

Open Mon. through

Sal.

9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Located next to
Roberts book store

* THIS IS THE DAY.

SPARTAN S-P-E1-1:200UT
IJM

FLY SOUTH YOUNG M*AN
FLY SOUTH
FLY HO*ME ON PSA

ims74
707 FAN JETS

-The I *making of a Mayor"
by illiam *F. Buckley, Jr.
-*The Race War"
by Ronald S*egal

PAUL *NEWMAN

CY. 3-1953

with GEORGE KENNE*DY and J.D. CANNON

NOW IS THE TIME

cki Chalet

1968 CalendaNi

93c

DEMETRE SKI

*TO GET YOUR

WITH COLORED PRINTS

SWEATERS

Eric & Miss

Eric

only $24.95 ea.
Head

Fischer -T Kneissl

EXAMPLE:

Roffe

’65 MUSTANG
DWW 329

’67 CAMARO
UGY 823

owned by schoolteacher

Full Fact. equip.

4 -Door

Answer Word: Spartan

of the asterisked letters in the grid

provided its the box at the

I ..110 tb. letter4 in the grid (not all letters will be lined) fill in the blanks
for the conte.t word. using the weekly clue as a guide.
I. The contest word will be a place.. event, or Iverson on the San Jose State
campus,
1/r. Clark, Centennial Hall, Homecoming Parade etc.
.511-0er the tie-breaker question.
it
Fill in the coupon at the right and bring it to the Spartan Daily Classified
office.
C. 206, before 3 p.m., Wednesday, of this week (ie. contest rums

Contest Rides
etirreritls enrolled SJS

litmlftita may enter.

2. -111,1111t. are limited’ to one entry per person. Spartan Daily staff members
III II 1101 1.1111-r.
’1.

511 flit ri

property of the Spartan

Daily.

1. The Spartan Daily and/or San Jona State College is net
entries that are lost or stolen.

Every

entry must he filled out
eonAnierefi hy the juslue,r.

responsible for

Knins lour Campus And Win Valuable Prizes
By Playing Spartan S-p-e-I -1-0-u -t

7. All romplimentary flight passes on PSA expire ill 90 rInV*.

51..irtan Daily reserses the
es-ai i.orrertions
arid it’

9. Per-oes
ii

iid

right to rodent’
s to the rules.

deadlines rush to make any

designated Its the Spartan Daily shall constitute the panel of
deci-ions liall he final regarding determitiati (((( of the will.it ion of entrants for ally reason.

I oirN solimis-ion signifies
\

ono, may win

1

your

blank.

Spartan

Please

do

Spell -Out

entry

not staple, spindle,

mutilate or bite, just enter!

;RILE:

PSA

Dow-Jollea Indintrial A verale may
he heard on most news broadcasts or
read in the financial section of most

newsp a pe ns.

Name

TIE-BREAKER

Address
City

The

Phone

Eetionate what the Itow-J
will In. at the dote of
Nos ember 21, IOC.

5 Indaehial

Two tickets to each
winner for UA theatre.

more than I PSA flight during the

contest period.

Give it a try!

ASS Number

This Weeks Spartan
Spell-Out is:

Clue:
"They. are atherin,,
information for a new
book."
In case of error, look for correction in tomorrow’s

1,erag.

the market on Frid.o.

2nd through
5th prizes:

entranto acceptance of tile contest rules anti

jorlgr,
I I

This

completely, without any erasures, to he

b. In the eent th.it two or more entries have the correct answer, the con’, -Litit who er1111,. the closest to the correct answer to the tiebreaker will
lie the winner. In ease of a tie on the special question, an additional tie.
breaker will be given to determine first plaer.

-nu.

cpaPtan gookAtere
"Right on Campus"

What You Can
Win:

Round-trip
flight to
Los Angeles on

Monday, entries due Wednesday).

(N. I’.

Daily

campus.

Find the asterisked letters in the advertisements above.

I.

TRA*DITIONAL
PSYCHEDELIC
*MODERNISTIC
(.1LENDIRS

yellow boxes all over

110t to Play Spartan Spell-tliit
each

CALENDAR COLUMN

Clue: You’ll find this in little

HOLIDAY FORD
650 EL CAMINO. *SUNNYVALE

Write

San Jose

VISIT *OUR
Asterisked Letters

$88
FULL PRICE!

THE KIND OF SERVICE YOU GET AT HOLIDAY
IS ONE OF FORD’S BETTER IDEAS

I

Open
9 A.M. until
10 P.M
Saturday

330 South 10th St

PQRNUBEECDOJ
’55 CHEV.
EUG 021

Mo.

Molitior

SLAATOD1FGYA

SPECIALS THIS *WEEK

$41.64 Per Mo.

Lange

The SKI CHALET is the place to fill all your skiing nerds
SALES RENTAL SERVICE

DON’T HITCH -HIKE *HOME!

$1888
$56.64 Per

oBOOK
qta STORE

Open nights
Monday thru

Thursday

Why nnt get Le, iron, HOLIDAf FORD? We have fine used cars from only
$88. Come in and see PETE ELLIS. San Jose State sales representative. PETE can
show you the right car for you and the right finance plan to go with it.

$1388

VAN GOGH
CHINESE BRUSH PAINTING
and many more

GRAND *PRIX
PICASSO

Men’s & Woman’s tlook-eliko designs. These beautiful sweaters come *in navy
with claret bold stripe or claret with a navy bold stripe.

cstiilornia book co., 1td.
1 3 t.. Sall fernando
jose

COLOR

Freeman’s

244 So. 2nd St.
Son Jose

$1.25

LUKE’

’COOL HAND

LOWEST AIRFARE TO LOS ANGELES
$11.43 PLUS TAX. CALL 286-4720

Featured Paper Backs
At Cal Book

SAN JOSE’S
Fine&
THEATRE:

paper

§

1

